
Genesis 1:1 – Taking the 
Spirit and bringing everything 

you need into existence



As the offspring of The Father, we are creative beings and have the ability to take the 
shapeless spirit, the unlimited energy of God, and mold it and shape it.

“There is an intelligent field of energy that underlies all creation.  It is the divine matrix 
that connects all of creation.  It is the bridge between our inner and outer worlds.  
Between the thoughts, feelings, emotions, beliefs and prayers we create inside our bodies 
and the effect they create beyond our bodies.”  Dr Greg Braden

“Most men are totally unaware of the creative power of imagination and bow before the 
dictates of facts and accept life on the basis of the world without.  But when you discover 
the creative power within yourself, you will boldly assert the creative power within 
yourself and will boldly assert the supremacy of imagination and put all things in subjection 
to it.  Imagination is the creative power of man.  There is nothing under heaven that is not 
plastic as potters clay to the touch of the shaping spirit of imagination.”  Neville  

Colossians 1,  Acts 17:28, Genesis 1….The secret of the Kingdom of God  



7 is the number of perfection –You are complete in Christ, nothing lacking.  In 
the very middle of the 7 words is Aleph Tav, which is Jesus Christ (YHVH is 
salvation and the anointing of God is in the very center)

From the beginning, the ultimate strength of God is the what son sees inside 
the tabernacle brings it into existence.    

Jesus Christ is attached to man (vav, aleph, tav) –You are the temple of God.  
What is done in heaven is done in earth.  



We are creative beings in union with God.  What we see within takes the unlimited 
Spirit of God and forms it and shapes it, bringing everything you need into 
existence from within.  

Even if the physical looks like it is impossible or unreasonable - forget that - “All 
things are possible with God.” 

“Thou shalt decree a thing and it shall come to pass.”  As a son, what you see and 
decree within, is not begging or “hoping it happens.”  

“There is nothing under heaven that is not as potters clay to the touch of the 
shaping spirit of imagination.” – As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.  Guard your 
hearts and minds, because out of it flows life.  



Quantum physics tells us the same thing, what you focus on takes the unlimited 
energy and produces the physical result  

ארב - create, fashion
אר ב

Rah – to see                       Bet – inside the tabernacle 

ארב
Ultimate strength                                        Son


